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1 BEDFORM RESEARCH 

Although bedform dynamics is thoroughly inves-

tigated, the achieved knowledge is often only lo-

cally valid and cannot be generalized.  

Moreover discrepancies between the bedform ob-

servations and the hydrodynamic predictions are 

commonly found (Duffy & Clarke, 2005) mostly 

due to simplifications in a pre-modelling phase. 

Researchers try to predict bedform dimensions and 

evolution using mathematical equations. Those 

equations were derived from individual experi-

ments in the last decades mostly trying to explain 

observed data sets and phenomena, see, e.g., pre-

vious MARID Conferences. They fail, however to 

predict properties correctly in other locations. 

The actual need for better prediction capabilities of 

bedform evolution and movement on the seafloor 

in unmapped areas is an expression of the growing 

use of the seas for offshore engineering or instal-

lations. It is important for safety and environmen-

tal impact of drill rigs, wind farms and related 

pipelines or cables. Reliable predictions of seafloor 

stability are nowadays a necessity. New strategies 

are required to respond to permanently growing 

societal requirements.  

 

1.1 Prediction difficulties 
Bedforms are the equilibrium expression of phys-

ics controlled by water depth, water flow, and sedi-

ment properties. Early predictions of bedform pro-

perties used simple mathematical equations com-

bining those parameters (e.g., Flemming, 2000, 

and references therein). The equations implicitly 

assumed ideal conditions. Especially variability 

and inhomogeneity were and still are not conside-

red (Papili & others, 2013, Duffy & Clarke, 2012). 

One simplification of this approach is the use of 

only one single sand grain size neglecting the spec-

trum or variability in space as, e.g., along sand 

dune flanks (for a summary see Wever, 2004). 

A regular seasonal variability of sediment supply 

is not accounted for. This leads to imperfect bed-

form-related predictions, especially when measure-

ments from different situations are used. 

Borsje & others (2013) recently highlighted the 

problem of bedform stabilization and dimension 

changes due to a seasonal biological colonization. 

Also this factor demands time-dependent predict-

ion models. 

One of the unanswered questions relates to the 

problem of sufficient sediment supply which con-

trols the development of bedforms reliefs. It 

remains unclear whether or not the observed bed-

forms achieved their equilibrium dimensions. Only 

in that case physics-based equations have rele-

vance. Among the first to raise this problem were 

Anthony & Leth (2002). They assumed that a 

shortage of sand did not allow bedforms to reach 

optimum dimensions. An example for such a con-

dition is shown in Figure 1. Nonetheless it is 

generally assumed that the condition of sufficient 
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sediment supply is fulfilled. This opens the door 

for miscalculations in case that this assumption is 

not fulfilled by the nature.   

 

 
 

Figure 1. Side scan sonar images from the Jade area 

(Germany). Individual (starving) megaripples are sepa-

rated by large gaps in which underlying glacial till and 

coarse sediment shows a high backscatter due to a lack 

of sediment. In an area at 10 nm distance with sufficient 

sediment supply this is not observed. 

 

 

Most modelling approaches assume for simplicity 

2-D flows across 2-D bedforms. Currents in bed-

forms fields are, however, absolutely 3-D and tur-

bulent and less stationary than mostly assumed. 

Figure 2 shows a rotary sonar scan during acce-

lerating ebb current. At slow currents megaripples 

(marked by the ellipse) develop. At higher current 

speeds (1 kn) they are flattened. The circle of 

Figure 2 marks sand ripples, oriented perpendi-

cular to the main current. They also change during 

the tidal phase, including temporary disappearan-

ce. They are a clear sign for a corkscrew-like 3-D 

water movement within the sand dune field. 

To the standard simplifications mentioned so far 

other uncertainties have to be added. They are in-

troduced by small-scale seafloor relief variations 

and by non-stationary water movement across bed-

form fields.  

Examples for the impact of uncertain parameters 

on calculated results have been given by Wever & 

Stender (2000). 

 

1.2 Technology developments 
The technological development continuously sup-

ported progress in underwater bedform research. It 

allowed to map more details than before with a 

better resolution and accuracy.  

Considerable progress was made first for position 

determination which started with bearings. Electro-

nic navigation aids such as DECCA and nowadays 

satellite-based positioning almost eliminates posit-

ion uncertainties and thus reduced error bars in 

calculations.  

A second big step forward was made possible were 

acoustic devices (ADCPs and ADVs) to determine 

current–depth distributions. They operate for long 

periods and record current-depth profiles instead of 

current speed at one fixed depth. The results are 

necessary for an understanding of sediment trans-

port. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Rotary sonar image during ebb current, shortly 

after ebb slack water. The radius of the circle is 50 m, 

every 10 m a marker ring is shown. The dark area in the 

lower part represents the shadow zone of a sand dune 

with a curved crest. The light patches within this area 

result from backscatter from suspended sediment. The 

tidal currents move up and down the displayed area (no 

tidal ellipse). For more explanations see text.  

 

 

The third important technological advance is the 

development of acoustic systems for mapping the 

seafloor and bedforms (side scan sonars and multi-

beam echo sounders). They replaced simple depth 

echosounder recordings along profiles with consi-

derable spacing. The implementation of such son-

ars on Autonomous Underwater Vehicles dimi-

nishes the impact of wave motion on the sonars. 

The improved technologies revealed more details.  

The concentration on explaining those details re-

duced the efforts for a general understanding of 

bedforms. 
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1.3 Prediction Capability 
The recently increased data quantity and detail of 

single mappings led scientists to focus on explai-

ning the observed data. This de-focused from the 

necessary predictive capability of where, when and 

what kind of bedforms will develop.  

This disappointing situation was noticed by off-

shore engineers during the actual planning for off-

shore wind farms and cable routes to land.  

Equations derived from experiments often require 

an additional adjustment of parameters to local 

conditions. This restricts the general use and trans-

portability to other areas.  

We see a central difficulty in the voluntary concen-

tration on single data sets and subsequent limi-

tation of results. 

Assumptions and simplifications are necessary for 

modelling the complex seafloor. However, they 

come along with a reduction of available informa-

tion and an increase of uncertainty in the results. 

 

1.4 New Strategy 
In view of these limitations, a new strategy is nee-

ded to answer the recurrent questions and societal 

needs. The goal must be the development of a gen-

eral concept for the prediction of (a) bedform exis-

tence in unmapped areas, and (b) their dimensions 

and behavior. Lessons learned for different local 

conditions are an important supplement. The aim is 

a more general vision and treatment of seafloor 

bedform dynamics.  

Different approaches are needed to reach the goal 

of a universal reliable bedform prediction based on 

validated equations.  

As important obligatory step is a mathematic des-

cription of fully developed bedforms. This must be 

achieved for different combinations of the easily 

observable parameters depth, current, grain size 

under sufficient sediment supply.  

A supplementary thrust should be the mapping of 

bedforms and correlation with other data using 

GIS (Geographical Information System) technolo-

gy to integrate different information layers. They 

can and should include statistical information in-

stead of only one single value.  

We think, e.g., not of only a grain size layer but 

also a grain size spectrum layer in a GIS. Other 

layers can display sample density and related un-

certainty, and many similar parameters as variabi-

lity of bedform migration speed or give informa-

tion about flow conditions (direction, turbulence, 

3-D flow, interaction with waves) and variability 

(tidal and non-tidal).   

2 DISCUSSION 

In view of the disappointment of civil engineers in-

volved in offshore engineering as soon as infor-

mation about bedforms is needed in unmapped 

areas, new approaches are necessary. This is espe-

cially true for their distribution, dimensions or be-

havior.  

Experiments can be designed to analyze bedform 

dimensions under ideal conditions, i.e., when they 

reach their (site dependent) equilibrium dimens-

ions. Nasner (1983) made such observations in 

Elbe river. He determined the time for restoration 

of original bedform dimension after crest-capping. 

Additional upstream sediment supply could be 

used to rule out sediment shortage. In a different 

approach filling the upstream trough of a bedform 

with sediment could be used to monitor the bed-

form’s response. A rotating sonar with regular 

scanning intervals installed on a small tower (We-

ver et al., 2008) can resolve changes in time, even 

in intervals of a few minutes. 

On a larger scale experiments based on regular 

bedform mapping and monitoring of the water cli-

mate (waves, currents, tides) could help to under-

stand controlling processes and factors. 

The intense mapping of shelves and rivers for na-

vigational purposes has led to the accumulation of 

large data sets. Their synoptic analyses should of-

fer insight into the long-term development and 

help to distinguish those from short-term reactions 

to changes of forcing parameters. GIS technology 

offers very good tools to implement that. Additio-

nal ADCPs within the research area would be a 

useful addition for understanding processes. 

Bedform research seemingly remains anchored on 

a hindcast level without making the appropriate 

advancement into predictive applied science. The 

reasons are multifold. They arise from the topic’s 

complexity and the need of simplifications. The 

topic’s complexity is illustrated by the discussion 

about the value of bedform classification schemes 

in contrast to continuous dimensions (e.g., Flem-

ming, 2000 and references therin).  

The proposed practical approaches can help to 

tackle the actual difficulties and find answers. 

Difficulties arising from contrasting observations 

(e.g., grain size distributions along bedforms) lea-

ve scientists puzzled with the escape route to con-
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centrate on and deliver the best possible explana-

tion of measured data sets.  

Baas & Malarkey (2013) analyzed the grain size 

distribution’s impact and biological factors that in-

fluence sediment transport, thus making steps in 

the direction of a wider understanding. 

Any new approach should be planned to under-

stand the general picture first and then to explore 

and explain details within the broad picture. Ne-

cessary simplifications can be carefully chosen and 

kept under control.  

 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The results of bedform research are not successful-

ly applied in offshore engineering. 

A strong focus on the explanation of existing ob-

servations led to a loss of the general picture. This, 

however, needs to be understood before the details 

can be predicted (top-down approach). 

Simplifying assumptions and lacking information 

limit the value of data-derived solutions in terms of 

their transportability to other locations. 

We propose as one step towards a better bedform 

related predictions dedicated and well planned ex-

periments to achieve a basic understanding of how 

the controlling forces interact to form bedforms 

and how they control their dimensions. 

A different proposed tactic makes use of existing 

data is the summary and integration of all data and 

their variations. GIS-based approaches offer the 

necessary tools.  

We propose the identification of a suitable bed-

form dominated area which is thoroughly analy-

zed. This includes dense sediment sampling, wave/ 

current climate monitoring, and repeated bathy-

metric surveys in a joint effort of different labs and 

various nations. Such a test field will offer ideal 

conditions to test and validate concepts, especially 

when displayed with a GIS. 

It is important to switch from a focus on explain-

ing existing (historic) data to a “forward looking” 

prediction of future data. 
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